100% of Fusion Phoenix core
clients are now on Microsoft Azure
Finastra brings the benefits of cloud delivery to all
Fusion Phoenix bank and credit union customers.
Banks and credit unions can now consume – rather than own
and run – core applications, freeing up IT resources to focus
on competitiveness and growth.

Microsoft and Finastra accelerate digital
transformation in financial services

Watch video

Cloud: the low-cost
path to innovation
and Open Banking

How Financial Institutions
Benefit from Cloud

As consumers accelerate the adoption
of digital banking services, innovation
has become a top priority for financial
institutions. The plug-and-play aspect
of cloud functionality is what matters
most when it comes to adapting to the
increasingly digital environment.
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Cloud key benefits
Cloud levels the playfield for smaller
financial institutions to compete with
large banks and non-bank fintechs
by offering low cost and rapid path
to innovation with Cloud technology.

CLOUD: security, resiliency, performance and
operating excellence.
Cloud enables financial institutions to be nimble and accelerates their evolution.
Through cloud-based APIs, banks and credit unions can easily connect to the products and
services their customers want to use, or rapidly digitize whole processes to improve the
customer experience.

“The cloud is all about scalability and the ability to access
innovation much faster and much more cost effectively.
It enables us to compete with the big banks, in terms of
products, service, and customer experience.”
Mark Nelson – EVP CIO/COO at Horicon Bank

From Fusion Phoenix
to cloud in 5 days
With the migration of Fusion
Phoenix to Cloud, Finastra is helping
financial institutions to leapfrog
their digital journey.

The business impact
of Fusion Phoenix
Click the icon for more information

Fusion Phoenix is the only core banking
platform that runs retail and commercial,
deposits and loans built entirely
on Microsoft technology with no legacy
component, to serve banks and credit
unions under one Open Platform.
It’s real time, supported by a modern
API stack.

“Migrating to a cloud-based core solves a number of problems
inherent to legacy cores, including the issue of interconnectivity
between different banking channels and solutions. Fortunately,
cloud-based core migrations are far simpler than previous core
transformations, due to the streamlined efficiency of the process.”
David Koscheski – Director of Industry, Banking, Microsoft Corp

Find out how your Financial Institutions can deliver
digital engagement and business outcomes faster
by driving business transformation with a cloudbased open core banking.
Find out more
Fusion Phoenix: The core choice
Finastra is unlocking the power of finance for everyone by creating a platform for open innovation in the world of financial services.
To find out more, visit finastra.com
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